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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has been considerable interest in problems concerning the 
existence of solutions to differential and functional differential equations 
(FDE) in various spaces of generalized functions. Research in this direction, 
still developed insuffkiently, discovers new aspects and properties in the 
theory of FDE. Distributional solutions to homogeneous FDE may be 
originated either by singularities of their coeffkients or by deviations of the 
argument. Thus, in [ 1] one of the authors proved that the system 

x’(t) = Ax(t) + cBx(nt), -l<A<l 

has a solution in the class of singular functionals-an impossible 
phenomenon for normal linear homogeneous systems of ordinary differential 
equations with infinitely smooth coeffkients. A more general result was 
obtained in [2], where it was shown that, under certain conditions, the 
system 

m  

x’(t) = -T- Aj(f)X(AjC) 
,ro 

has a solution 

409/98/l-8 

m 
x(t) = x x, P)(C) 

“=O 
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in the generalized-function space (Si)’ with arbitrary /3 > 1. In the sequel 
~5~~) denotes the nth derivative of the Dirac 6 measure and (f, 4) is the value 
of the functional f applied to the testing function 4. The variable t is real in 
the case of distributional solutions and complex for analytic solutions. The 
norm of a matrix is defined to be 

IIA II = max y laijl 
1 

and E is the identity matrix. To ensure the convergence of series (1.1) it is 
sufficient to require that for n + co the vectors x, satisfy the inequalities 

/lx, /I < ac”n -np, p> 1. (1.2) 

In fact, since the testing functions d(t) E SE are subject to the restriction [3] 

lf”‘(t)l < b d”nn4, 

then 

q (xn P)(t), Q(t)) 
ZO 

(-l)“g(“‘(o)x, 

< f. 14’“‘P)l lI~,lI Gab n$o W+‘)” < m, 

for /I < p. If series (1.1) converges, its sum represents the general form of a 
linear functional in (St)’ with the support t = 0. The particular importance 
of the system 

co m 
-7 -i‘ (Aij + tB,) x”‘(~it) = qnt> 
,ro go 

which has been studied in ]4] is that depending on the cofficients it combines 
either equations with a singular or regular point at t = 0 and in both cases 
there exists a solution of the form (1.1). The equation 

fX’(f) = Ax(t) + tl3x(At) (1.3) 

provides an interesting example of a system that may have two essentially 
different solutions in (Sf)’ concentrated on t = 0. If the matrix A assumes 
negative integer eigenvalues, (1.3) has a finite order solution 

At the same time there exists an infinite order solution (1. l), if A # -nE for 
all n > 1. 
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In this article we extend the foregoing conclusions to comprehensive 
systems of any order with countable sets of variable argument deviations. 
Integral transformations establish close links between generalized and entire 
functions. Therefore the basic ideas in the method of proof are applied to 
investigate analytic solutions of linear FDE. In a number of works various 
authors have studied the solutions, especially their asymptotic behaviour as 
t -+ 0 or t -+ 03, of equations with linear transformations of the argument. 
Particular attention is also given to such relations here, including systems 
with a singularity. The purpose of this paper is to present a unified treatment 
of some problems concerning generalized and analytic solutions 
FDE. 

of linear 

2. EXISTENCE OF DISTRIBUTIONAL SOLUTIONS 

We prove existence theorems for FDE in the space (St)‘. The study of the 
system 

m 
K’ K’ A ij(t) XU)(3Lij(f)) = 0 -- 

i j=O 
(2.1) 

generalizes the corresponding results of [4] and [20]. The choice of the coef- 
ficients enables us to consider both equations with a singular or regular point 
and to show that distributional solutions of FDE may be originated by 
deviations of the argument. We also investigate the system 

Px'(t) = q T1 A,(t) x"'@,(t)), 

iTi j?ii 

(2.2) 

the particular cases of which 

tPx’(t) = A(t) x(t) 

and 

tPx’(t) = f A i(t) x(&t) 
i=O 

have been studied in [5] and [6], respectively. 

LEMMA. If the function A(t) E C’, A(O) = 0 and A’(0) = a # 0, then for 
the distribution (1.1) 

x”‘@(t)) = x (a I- ‘a -“-ix, 6’” +jyt) (2.3) 
n 

in some neighborhood of the origin. 
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Proof From A(t) = t@(t) it follows that 4(O) = a, and there exists a 
neighborhood T of t = 0 in all points of which 4(t) # 0, since assuming the 
opposite we find a sequence t, --t 0 such that #(t,,) + 0; hence, /2’(O) = 0. In 
T, 6(‘)(t#) = SC”‘(&) = 0, for t # 0. But t# = at, for t = 0, and the relation 

syqt>> = W(at) 

holds for all t E T. The functional 6 is the derivative of the function H(t) 
which equals 1 for t > 0 and 0 for t < 0. Differentiating n + 1 times H(crf) = 
H(I), a > 0 and H(art) = 1 -H(r), a < 0 we obtain c?~“(A(~)) = 
lal-‘ap” P)(t). 

THEOREM 2.1. Let (2.1) with a finite number of argument deviations, in 
which x is an r-vector and A, are r x r-matrices, satisfy the following 
hypotheses. 

(i) The coeflcients Aij(t) are polynomials in t of degree not exceeding 
PI 

A,(t) = 5 Atjktk, A,,(t) = AtD, P> 1. 
k=O 

(ii) The real-valued functions n,(t) E C’ in a neighborhood of the 
origin, n,(O) = 0 and 

0 < la,,1 < 1, laijl > I9 i+j> 1, aij = A;(o). 

(iii) The matrix A is nonsingular and 

c= Ia,,(-p-’ IIAI( - X /aiol-‘-’ IIAiopIl > 0. 
i> I 

Then in the space of generalized functions (St)’ with arbitrary j3 > 1 there 
exists a solution x(t) supported on t = 0. 

Proof By virtue of (2.3) and the formula 

tk 600 - _ (-l)“n! dcnek’(t)/(n -k)!, 

I 

n>k 

0, n<k 

we obtain the equation 

2 (-l)kAijk S (n +j)! IaijI-1a,~“-jx,6’“‘i-k’(t)/(n t-j-k)! =O 
i,i,k n+%k 
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for the unknowns x, of the solution (1.1). The replacement of n + j - k by n 
gives the relations 

~ (-l)k(n + k)! (aij(-‘CLiin-kAijkX,+k-j=O, tl>O 

which can be written as 

X- 
k-T<,, 

(-l)“-“(n + k)! l~~~~l-‘aii~-~A~~~x,+~-~/(n -t p)! 

Since Aook = 0 (k < p) the first sum does not include terms with a,,,,. 
According to (iii) the coefficients B. of x,,, are nonsingular matrices and 
(1 B; ’ 11 ,< c I/ A 11.1 ai, I”. Consequently,“ ‘. r 

mtp-I 

/Ix n+pll <pqniP ” il-%+k-mil, 
kzo 

O<q<l 

where ,u is some positive constant. Using the notation 

(2.4) 

M” = 02y:” IIXill , 

we conclude from (2.4) that 

(2.5) 

IIX n+pll <PM + Ph”+Pwf+p-l. 

For large n there is ~(m + p)qniP < 1. Hence, I\x,+~/) GM, 
M n+p =Mn+p-l. Thus, starting with some N, 

M,=M/v, n>N. 

The application of (2.6) to (2.4) successively yields: 

, and 

(2.6) 

/IxN+p+i I/ <p(m + P> qN+PMNY 

IIXN+p+(m+p)+i I\ <pu’(m + p)ZqN+pq~+p+(m+wN, 

IIX N+p+*(m+p)+il~ <p3(m + p)3qN+pqN+P+(m+p)qN+p+Z(m+p)M~ 

(O<i<mtp- 1). 
The conjecture 

xntp=O. 

(~~,+~+~(~+~~+~ll <y”+‘(m f p)“+‘qn(N+p)+n(n+‘)(m+p”2MN (2.7) 

may readily be ascertained by induction, for all n and the mentioned values 
of i, and proves the theorem since the condition 0 < q < 1 makes it more 
restrictive than (1.2). 
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THEOREM 2.2. System (2.1) with a countable set of argument deviations 
has a solution (1.1) if, in addition to the conditions of Theorem 2.1, there 
exists a neighborhood of the origin in which each function Aij(t) has the only 
zero t = 0 and the series Cz , a; ‘A i converges where 

A i = Y~X IIAijk II> ai = inf ) aij 1, 
i 

i+j>l. 

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that system (2.2), in which x is an r-vector and 
A, are r x r-matrices, satisfies the following conditions. 

(i) The Aij(t) are polynomials in t of degree not exceeding p + j - 2: 

ptj-2 

A,(t) = x Aij,tk, P> 2. 
k=O 

(ii) There exists a neighborhood T of the origin in which the real- 
valued functions 1, E C1 have the only zero t = 0 and 1 a, I> 1, inf / aij / > 1, 

for i > 0, j > 1, aij = n&(O). 

(iii) The series A = CEO a;‘Ai converges where 

ai = i:f I aijl, Ai = Yak” IIAijk II- 

Then there is a solution of (2.2) in (S!)’ with some /? > 1 supported on 
t = 0. 

Proof. According to (2.3), in T Eq. (2.2) has the same distributional 
solutions as the similar system with constants ai,j instead of Aij(t), and it is 
easy to obtain the relations 

(n +P)!-G+~-~ = y (-lPpk(n + k)! ICLijl~‘aijn-kA;jkX,+k-j 
i,j,k 

for the coefficients x, of (1.1). Assumptions (ii) and (iii) imply that 

m  pii- 

(n+p)F,+,-,<Aa-” x “ Fn+k-lr 
j=O k=O 

F, = It-%/l n! 

where a = inf (aijj, i, j > 0, and the procedure of Theorem 2.1 yields the 
inequalities 

F <(m + l)rym + p- l)na-nwml+P-1v2 
N+n(m+p-l)+k L 

xA”F, 
I 

fi (N+ 1 +(m+p-1)i) (O<k,<m+p- 1) 
i=l 
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more stringent than (1.2), if a > 1. Hence, the space (St)’ with arbitrary 
j3 > 1 contains a solution of (2.2) concentrated on t = 0. For a = 1, 

IIX N+n(m+p--l)+kll < (m + l)“A”~Nm+ n(m + P - 1) + kY n!, 

and applying Stirling’s formula we get 

llX”ll < ac”v-“0, v=N+n(m+p- l)+k, p= 1 +(m+p- 1))‘. 

Therefore, if inf Joi,] = 1, (2.2) has a solution (1.1) in (St)’ with 1 ( p < p. 

3. EQUATIONS WITH ROTATION OF THE ARGUMENT 

In [7-lo] a method has been discovered for the study of differential 
equations with periodic transformations of the argument. This basically 
algebraic approach was developed also in a number of other works and 
culminated in the monograph [ 1 I]. Though numerous papers continue to 
appear in this field [ 121, some aspects of the theory still require further 
investigation. In connection with the purposes of our article we mention only 
such topics as higher-order equations (especially with singularities in the 
coefficients) with reflection and rotation of the argument, influence of the 
method on the study of systems with deviations of more general nature, and 
solutions in spaces of distributions. Linear first-order equations with constant 
coefficients and with reflection have been examined in detail in [ 111. There is 
also an indication (p. 169) that “the problem is much more difficult in the 
case of a differential equation with reflection of order greater than one.” 
Meanwhile, general results for systems of any order appeared in [7,9, lo]. 
Here we consider the scalar equation 

n ” 
-K- a,x’k’(t) = -c b,Xtk’(&t) + i//(t), 

k=O k=O 

Em = 1 (3.1) 

xCk)(0)= Xk, k = O,..., n - 1 

with complex constants ak, b,, E, then the method is extended to some 
systems with variable coefficients. We are interested mainly in equations 
with a regular singular point and establish the structure of solutions in the 
case of deviations proportional to t. 

Turning to (3.1) and assuming that II/ is smooth enough we introduce the 
operators 

n 
Aj = 2 akE-jkAj-, dkldtk, 

k=O 

Bj = + b, &jkBj_, dk/dtk 
kc0 

(A_,=B-,=E; j=O ,..., m- 1) 
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and apply A, to the given equation 

A,x = (BoX)(Et) + li/. 

Since 

we obtain 

A, L(Box)(Et)l = (B,Box)(&2t) + (BoW)(Et) 

and act on this relation by A,. From 

A2 Nwh-9(~*~)1 = (B2w30X)(&34 + (B,BoW)(~*~)~ 

A* [mlW)(~~)l = (~,~,VU)(~4 

it follows that 

Finally, this process leads to the ordinary differential equation 

m-l 
(m-1) 

(A0 - Bim;l-l))~ = \‘ (A(,m-l-i)B~-l)V/)(Ejt) 

,TO 
(3.2) 

where 

AY)=AjAj-, ... Ai, B,C”=BjBj_, ‘.. Bi, i<j 

A(o)=B(-l)=E. 1 0 

Thus, (3.1) is reduced to the ODE (3.2) of order rnn. To agree the initial 
conditions for (3.2) with the original problem it is necessary to attach to 
conditions (3.1) the additional relations 

(A y’ _ EkO’+ 1’ B, )~‘~‘(t)l~=~ = $ u’ cikA y-i)Jjr- l)v(k)(t)(,=o 

i=O 

(j = O,..., m - 2; k = O,..., n - 1). 
(3.3) 

System (3.3) has a unique solution for ~‘~‘(0) (n < k ,< mn - l), iff 

uj, # (&%,)j (O<i<m-l,l,<j<m-1). (3.4) 

These considerations enable us to formulate 
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THEOREM 3.1. Zf WE Cc”‘-‘)” and inequalities (3.4) are fulfilled, the 
solution of ordinary differential equation (3.2) with initial conditions 
(3.1~(3.3) satisfies problem (3.1). 

THEOREM 3.2. If E # 1, the substitution 

y =x exp(at/l,- E) 

transforms the equation 

AY = exp(atVy)(~t) + ICI (3.5) 

with operators A and B defined by (3.1) to 

Px = (Qx)(et) + v exp(--at/l - E) 

with constant coefficients pk, qk and p,, = a,,, q, = b,. 

COROLLARY. Under assumptions (3.4) and .sm = 1, (3.5) is reducible to a 
linear ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients. 

Remark. Conditions (3.4) hold if, in particular, la, ( # 1 b, 1. Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 sharpen the corresponding results of [ 131 and [ 141 established for 
homogeneous equations (3.1) and (3.5) by operational methods under the 
restriction /a, 1 > 1 b, (. 

EXAMPLE. The substitution y = x exp t reduces the equation 

y’(t) = (5y(-t) + 2y’(-f)) exp 2t, Y(O) = Yo 

to the form 

x’(t) + x(t) = 7x(-t) + 2x/(-t), 40) = Yo. 

Therefore (3.2) gives for x(t) the ODE x” - 16x = 0 with the initial 
conditions x(0) = y,, x’(0) = -6y,. The unknown solution is 

y(t) = y,(5 exp(-3t) - exp 5t)/4. 

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that the coefficients of the equation 

q1 a,(t) xck)(t) = x(&t) + w(t), 
k=O 

X(~)(O) = xk, k = 0 ,..., n - 1 (3.6) 

beong to Cm-““, cm = 1, a,(O).# 0 and 

Lj = TT s-jkak($t) dk/dtk, 
k=O 

j = O,..., m - 1. (3.7) 
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Then the solution of the linear ordinary differential equation 

m-1 
Ly”x(t) =x(t) + K‘ (Ly)y/)(&k-lt) + ly(E*-‘t) 

k=l (3.8) 
(L~mm”=L,_,Lm-2...Lk,0~k~m- 1) 

with the initial conditions 

X(~)(O) = x,(k = O,..., n - l), 

Lox(k)( = &kX’k’(O) + l/ICk’(0), k = O,..., n(m - 1) - 1 

satisJies problem (3.6). 

ProoJ: Applying the operator L, to (3.6) and taking into account that 

(Lox)(et) = X(&*t) + v(ct) 

we get 

L, Lox(t) = X(&*t) + L, v(t) + W(H) 

and act on this equation by L, to obtain 

L,L,L,x(t) =X(E3t) + L,L, ‘y(t) + (L*W)(Et) + ‘&*t>. 

It is easy to verify the relations 

(LjX)(&Q) = X(&j+ ‘t) + l&jr), j = O,..., m - 1. 

In particular, 

(L,-]X)(P’ t) = x(t) + ‘//(Em- 9). 

Thus, the use of the operator L,,-, at the conclusive stage yields (3.8). 

THEOREM 3.4. The system 

tAX’(t) + BX(t) = X(&I) (3.9) 

with constant matrices A and B is integrable in the closed form if &m = 1, 
det A # 0. 

Proof: For (3.9) the operators Lj defined by formula (3.7) are 

Lj = tA d/dt $ B. 
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Hence, on the basis of the previous theorem, (3.9) is reducible to the 
ordinary system 

(tA d/dt + B)“‘X(t) = X(t). (3.10) 

This is Euler’s equation with matrix coefficients. Since its order is higher 
than that of (3.9) we substitute the general solution of (3.10) into (3.9) and 
equate the coefftcients of the like terms in the corresponding logarithmic 
sums to find the additional unknown constants. 

EXAMPLE. We associate with the equation 

tx’(t) - 2x(t) = X(&t), E3= 1 (3.11) 

the relation 
(td/dt - 2)3~(t) = x(t). 

The substitution of its general solution 

x(t) = C, t3 + t3’*(C, sin(fi/2 In t) + C, cos(fi/2 In t)) 

into (3.11) gives C, = C, = 0. A solution of (3.11) is 

x = Ct3. 

THEOREM 3.5. The system 

tAF(t) = sqt> + q&t) (3.12) 

with constant coefjcients A and B, det A # 0 and cm = 1 is integrable in the 
closed form and has a solution 

X(l) = P(C) tA-@ (3.13) 

where the matrix P(t) is a finite linear combination of exponential functions. 

Proof. The transition from (3.12) to an ordinary equation is realized by 
means of the operators 

Lj = E -‘(Ad/dt - t - ‘B), j = O,..., m - 1 

in consequence of which we obtain the relation 

(Ad/dt - t-lB)mX(t) = emcm- ‘)‘*X(t). 

Since E~(~-‘)‘~ = fl, it takes the form 

kfj [Ad/dt - (E& + t -‘B)] X(t) = 0 

(3.14) 
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where sk are the m-order roots of 1 or -1. The solutions of the equations 

AX’(t) = (EpE + t - ‘B) X(t) 

are matrices 

Xk(t) = exp(e,t/l - ‘) tA -I’, k = I,..., m. 

Their linear combination represents the general solution of (3.14). 

EXAMPLE. In accordance with (3.14), to the equation 

tx’(t) = 3x(t) + fX(-t) (3.15) 

there correspond two ordinary relations 

x’(t) = (3r ’ f i) x(t), x’(t) = (3t- ’ - i) x(r). 

We substitute into (3.15) the linear combination of their solutions 

x(t) = t3(C, exp(it) t C, exp(-it)) 

and find C, = KY,. A solution of (3.15) is 

x(t) = Ct3(sin t t cos t). 

4. GLOBAL SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS 

The results of the earlier chapter provide information on the structure of 
solutions to FDE with rather special transformations of the argument. 
However, the techniques developed for the study of distributional solutions 
may be used to explore entire solutions of equations with variable coef- 
ficients and deviations proportional to the argument. There is abundant 
material and references on the asymptotic behavior of solutions to linear 
FDE in [ 15, 161 and also in numerous articles. At first we extend to more 
general systems the well-known Izumi’s theorem [ 171 that if in the equation 

f’“‘(t) t a,(t)./-‘“-“(o,(t)> + ..* + a,(t>f(w,(t)> = b(l) 

ai( b(t), wi(t) are regular in the disk ] t 1 < 1 and ~~(0) = 0, ]wi(t)] < 1, for 
1 t] < 1, there exists a unique solution with the given f”‘(O) regular in 1 t] < 1. 

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the system 

x’(t) = E Ai X(Ai(t)) + ~ B,(t) x’Cui(t)), 
i=O i=O 

X(0) = x0 (4.1) 
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in which Ai, Bi, X are r x r-matrices satisfies the following hypotheses. 

(i) The coeflcients and the deviations are regular in the disk ( t ) < 1. 

(ii) ni(")=o, Pi(O)=O, IAi( <S < 13 lPi(t)l <qfor ItI < 1. 
(iii) The series X:0 Cjoo=O l/Aijll and CEO CEO IIBijll, 

where A, and B, are the Taylor coefficients of Ai and Bi(t), respectively, 
converge and X:0 IIBi(0)(l < 1. 

Then the problem has a unique solution regular in It I < 1. 

ProoJ Let 

X(t) = g X,P, (n,(t))” = F Ainkth, (q(t))” = Q? pinktk. 
n=O kz0 kt0 

Then 

x(&(t)) = c X&,(t))” = z 
“YO 

K- X” : linktk, 
n=O k=O 

x'@i(t)) = f (n + l) x"+ l&i(t))" = f (n+ 1)X,+, 9 pink tk’ 
n=O tl=O k:O 

Since Ii(O) = 0, pi(O) = 0, we note that Aink = 0 and Clink = 0 for k < n. 
Changing the order of summation in the latter equations gives 

X(~i(t))= ~ t” ~ ~iknXk, 
Ii=0 kr0 

X’(,Ui(t))= x t" x (k+ l)piknXk+I* 

II=0 k=O 

However, now lZikn = 0 and Elikn = 0 for k > n. 
Therefore, 

a, n 
x(Ai(t)) = r t” c AiknXk, 

ZO k=O 

X’@,(t))= f t" ' (k + l)piknXk+] 

It=0 kt0 

and 

Ai X(~i(t)= ~ t” ~ Ai,“_j ~ ni~Xk, 
“YO j=O k=O 

Bi(t)X’@i(t))= 5 t”  2 Bi,n-j ,$ (k+ l)pikjXk+l. 

PI=0 j=O k=O 
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Hence, the coefficients X, of the unknown solution satisfy the equations 

(n + 1)X,+, = 7 + Ai,,-j 2 lZikjXk 
,s ,z k=O 

f ' ' Bi,,_j 2 (k + l)pikjXk+ 13 
,co ,2-o 

n > 0. (4.2) 
k=O 

These relations can be written as 

Cn + l> 
( 

E- z PinnBio xn+l 
i:O i 

=?+A 

,To 1% 
+ liikjXk i,n-j A 

k=O 

$ ' "" Bi,n-j " (k + l)pikjXk+l 

,fyl ,co k=O 

+ f B, ‘2’ (k+ l)piknXk+l* 
i=O k=O 

By virtue of the Cauchy inequalities 

for the coefticients a, of a function f(t) analytic in the disk ( t 1 < R, we have 

These relations together with inequality (iii) ensure the existence of the 
inverse matrices (E - C~opinnBio)-l for all n: 

Hence, formulas (4.2) uniquely determine the coefftcients 
inequalities 

X, and yield the 

+ C Z: IlBijll x (k+ l)qk 
i=Oj=O k=O 
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Due to (iii) and the convergence of the series Cq” and C(k + l)qk, we 
obtain 

Thus, starting with some N, 

IIXn+lll <MM,, M”,, =M,, M,=M,, n>N 

and I/X, 11 < c, M,,,/n, which proves the theorem. 

Remark. If in (4.1) the number of deviations is finite, the milder 
restrictions IA,(t)1 < 1, lpi(t)1 < 1 substitute for inequalities (ii). 

THEOREM 4.2. The system 

X@‘(t) = F- -+ Pii X”‘(lijt), 
iZ0 jY0 

X”‘(0) = xj, j = 0 )...) p - 1 (4.3) 

with r x r-matrices P, and X has a unique holomorphic solution, which is an 
entire function of zero order, if 

(i) Pii are polynomials in t of degree not exceeding m; 

(ii) I, are complex numbers such that 0 < IL,( < q < 1; 

(iii) the series CPCi’ converges, where PCi) = maxj,k I( Pii,/ and Pi,ik are 
the coefficients ofPij(t), and CEO IIP,,(O)ll < 1. 

Proof. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 the system 

-F ;: A,(t)X”‘(a,t) = 0 
iY0 JTO 

with real constants aij has a distributional solution (1.1) the coefficients X, 
of which satisfy inequalities (1.2) and are determined with the exactness to 
arbitrary X0 ,..., X,- i . We apply to the last equation the Laplace transfor- 
mation assuming aij positive and retaining the same notation for X(t) and its 
transform: 

x@ys/a,,) + a;,’ ‘A - ’ i+T>o k$o (-l)p-ka~‘-‘Aijk(siX(s/aij))(k) = 0. (4.4) 

The substitutions s/a,, = t, a,,/aij = Aij reduce (4.4) to the form (4.3). This 
proves the theorem since the transform of d@)(t) is s” and the coefficients X, 
satisfy inequalities (2.7). These estimates use only the moduli of aij, hence 
the parameters Aij may be complex. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 there exists a 
polynomial Q(t) of degree p - 1 such that the system 

iZ0 j?ii 
A,(t) X”‘(aijt) = Q(t) 

with positive constants aij has a solution X(t) regular at t = co and X(1 -‘) is 
an entire function of zero order. 

Proof: We apply the unilateral Laplace transformation to (4.4). 

THEOREM 4.4. If A,(t) are polynomials of degree not exceeding 
p + j - 2 (p > 2) and aij > 1, there exists a polynomial Q(t) of degree 
p + m - 2 such that the system 

tpX’(t) = i 5 A,(t)X”‘(a,t) + Q(t) 

i=O j=O 

has a solution X(t) regular at infinity and X(t -‘) is an entire function of zero 
order. 

THEOREM 4.5. Suppose the system 

tX’(t) = AX(t) + t 5 A i(t) X(& t), (4.5) 
i=O 

in which A, Ai, X are r x r-matrices, satisfies the following hypotheses. 

(i) A is constant, Ai are polynomials of the highest degree m: 

Ai = ’ Atktk, 
k=O 

m > 0. 

(ii) The parameters Izi are constant, 0 < Li < 1. 

(iii) None of any two eigenvalues of the matrix A differ by a positive 
integer. 

(iv) The series x1; IlaI’A(‘) converges, where A”’ = maxk lIA,JI. 

Then there exists a matrix solution 

X(t) = P(t) tA, P(0) = E (4.6) 

with an entire function P(t) of order not exceeding m + 1. If the values Izi are 
separated from unity: 0 < li & q < 1, the order of P(t) is zero. 
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Proof. The representation of the solution 

x(t) = P(l)lR, P(0) = E 

leads to the equation 

rP’(t) + P(t)R =AP(C) + t 2 A,(t) P(Q) q, 
i=O 

whence at t = 0 we have R = A, and the expansion 

P(t) = 5 P”t” 
EO 

yields the relations 

co n-1 

P,(A + nE) - AP, = v ‘v Ai,n-,-kPk3LfJ;lq, 
,zl kc0 

P,=E, n>l 

for the determination of the coefficients P,. Since Ai,,- ,-k = 0 
(n-1-/c>nz)weget 

P,(A $ nE) - AP, = 2 c Ai,m-kPn+k-m-,~lik-m-l~~. 
i=O k:O 

(4.7) 

If the matrices A + nE and A have no common eigenvalues for any natural n 
each of the Eqs. (4.7) has a unique solution P, and all P, can be found 
successively for all n > 1. Starting with some number the matrices A + nE 
have inverses 

(A + nE)-’ = 5 (-l)in-i-lAi, n>N,. 
i=O 

Therefore, 

+ nE)-‘I\< lgo n-‘-l IIAII’= (n - llAII)-‘, n>N,. (43) 

Taking into account that 0 < Izi < 1 it is easy to establish 

Ijn:\l < 2 (lnLiJiIIAIlj/j! = ? (-ly’lnj~iIIAIlj/j!, 
j=O 1% 

(4.9) 
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From (4.7) we obtain 

Hence, by virtue of (4.8) and (4.9) we find 

lIPnIl G ? 1; “a”A(‘) c ;l;+kpmp’ IIPn+k-mpl// (n - 2 lIAIJ)--‘, n>N,. 
i=O kz0 

Since 0 ( Li ,< A < 1 and 2 IJA I/ < N, for large N, , the convergence of series 
(iv) implies 

With the notation 

we have 

lIPnIl G/o + l>J”@ -NJ’M,-I 

and from N > N, onwards 

p(m + 1) nn(n -N)-’ < 1, llP”lI GM,-,, M,=M,-,. 

By employing the procedure of Theorem 2.1 we evaluate 

lIPN+l+n(m+,)+kll <p”+‘(m + l)~n(n+‘)(m+‘)‘2MN/n!. 

When A < 1, 

~~PN+l+n(m+l)+k~~~ cm+ l)fi"+'/n!. 

(4.10) 

Thus, P(t) is an entire function whose order of growth does not exceed 
m + 1. If we supplement the conditions of the theorem by the restriction 
A < q < 1 it is obvious from (4.10) that P(t) is of zero order. This conclusion 
generalizes the results of [ 181 and [ 191 obtained for Eq. (1.3). 
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